
	  

Apply today! 
Send your application to: 

joboffers@runtastic.com 
Runtastic GmbH 
Business Center PlusCity 
Pluskaufstraße 7 
4061 Pasching 

	  

Founded in 2009, Runtastic has rapidly grown into an innovative suite of apps, hardware products and online services 

that track and manage health as well as fitness data. Runtastic is a recognized leader when it comes to mobile 

technology and fitness app development. We offer attractive work places in a fun and open start-up environment with 

team members from all corners of the world! In order to enlarge our team at our headquarters in Pasching/Linz we are 

currently looking for a: 

 

(Senior) Data Scientist 
full-time 
 
YOUR CHALLENGE: 
Do you want to help a fast-growing company turn interesting data into real insights for our products and 

customers? As our new Data Scientist and core member of our Growth team you willl work with complex, varied, 

high-volume data sets that have real meaning for our customers’ health and wellbeing.  You will be responsible 
for the following tasks among others: 

§ Identify patterns and correlations of a user's fitness data 

§ Design new analyses, reports and visualisations of a user's fitness data 

§ Turn insights into actionable recommendations for product teams and users 

 

YOUR PROFILE: 
§ University degree in Computer Science, Mathematics, Statistics or similar quantitative field of studies 

§ At least 2 years' experience in analysing very large datasets with SQL, R or other statistical programms 

§ Good statistical, mathematical and predictive modelling skills to build the algorithms to ask the right 

questions 

§ Ability to see beyond the numbers and to perform independently in-depth investigations of data 

problems  

§ Preferably knowledge in scripting (Python/Ruby) and understanding of Hadoop, Hive or MapReduce 

§ Very good English skills (written and spoken); German is an advantage, but not a requirement 

 

Runtastic offers you the chance of actively shaping our future’s success. Our modern office is located in the 
middle of a shopping mall with a gym that is free for Runtastics. We make sure you are quickly integrated into 

the team and get to know the exciting spots of Austria's third biggest city full of students and cultural 

happenings! 


